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Abstract

and responses remains visible to a man-in-the-middle attacker. Consequently, the attack that was described by
Wagner and Schneier two decades ago remains universally applicable. However, due to the various transitions
the web underwent, the consequences of uncovering the
size of remote resources have shifted drastically.
With the advent of online social networks, the dynamic generation of web pages goes even further. When
browsing, each user is now presented with a personalized
version, tailored to their personal preferences and information they, or members of their online environment,
(un)willingly shared with these online services. Consequently, the resource that is returned when a user requests
a certain URL will often reflect the state of that user.
Two types of size-exposing attacks, namely traffic
analysis and timing attacks, have been widely studied.
In traffic analysis, an adversary passively observes the
network traffic that is generated by the victim’s browsing behavior. Based on the observed size, sequence, and
timing of requests and responses, an attacker can learn
which website was visited by the victim [13, 25, 68], or
uncover which search queries the user entered [12, 40].
In contrast to traffic analysis, where the threat model is
typically defined as a passive network observer, launching a web-based timing attack requires the adversary to
trick the victim in making requests to certain endpoints,
which is typically achieved by running JavaScript code
in the victim’s browser. The attacker then measures
the time needed for the victim to download the specified resources, which, depending on the victim’s network condition, allows him to approximate the resource
size, and ultimately obtain information on the state of the
user [19, 7, 14].
Motivated by the severe consequences on the online
privacy of a vast amount of users, we present a systematic
analysis of possible attack vectors that allow an adversary to uncover the size of a resource. As a result of this
evaluation, we discover design flaws in various browser
features that allow an adversary to uncover the exact size

Numerous initiatives are encouraging website owners to
enable and enforce TLS encryption for the communication between the server and their users. Although this encryption, when configured properly, completely prevents
adversaries from disclosing the content of the traffic, certain features are not concealed, most notably the size of
messages. As modern-day web applications tend to provide users with a view that is tailored to the information
they entrust these web services with, it is clear that knowing the size of specific resources, an adversary can easily
uncover personal and sensitive information.
In this paper, we explore various techniques that can
be employed to reveal the size of resources. As a result of this in-depth analysis, we discover several design
flaws in the storage mechanisms of browsers, which allows an adversary to expose the exact size of any resource in mere seconds. Furthermore, we report on a
novel size-exposing technique against Wi-Fi networks.
We evaluate the severity of our attacks, and show their
worrying consequences in multiple real-world attack scenarios. Furthermore, we propose an improved design for
browser storage, and explore other viable solutions that
can thwart size-exposing attacks.

1

Introduction

In 1996, Wagner and Schneier performed an analysis of
the SSL 3.0 protocol [67]. In their research, the authors make the observation that although the content is
encrypted, an observer can still obtain the size of the requested URL as well as the corresponding response size.
The researchers further elaborate that because it is possible to make an inventory of all publicly available data
on a website, knowing the size of requests and responses
allows an attacker to determine which web page was visited. Although content is increasingly being served over
secure SSL/TLS channels [55], the length of requests
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of any resource. Furthermore, we demonstrate that by intercepting and manipulating encrypted Wi-Fi traffic, an
adversary can uncover the exact size of an HTTP response. By leveraging these techniques, we show that
when an attacker can make the victim send requests to
arbitrarily chosen endpoints, the potential consequences
of traffic monitoring become significantly more severe.
In contrast to prior attacks, where adversaries could typically only obtain a rough estimate of the resource size,
or were unable to attribute network traffic to specific requests, our size-exposing attacks show that the capabilities of an adversary are worryingly extensive, as we exemplify by the means of several real-world attack scenarios. Finally, we explore the viability of several defense mechanisms, leading to an improved browser design and a variety of possibilities for websites to thwart
size-exposing attacks.

Despite what its name may suggest, it is not strictly defined as a policy, but rather represented as certain principles that ensure websites are restricted in the way they
can interact with resources from a different origin. Although it is possible to initiate a cross-origin request, the
Same-Origin Policy prevents reading out the content of
the associated response, which is obviously imperative
in order to provide online security. Naturally, the content
of resources is not the only part that should be shielded
off from other origins; the size of a resource should also
be considered sensitive, as evidenced by the several case
studies presented in Section 4 and prior work [7, 20, 60].
As such, it comes as no surprise that the browser APIs
that are responsible for making HTTP requests will only
report the length of a response when the associated request was to the same origin.
The Fetch API, which is currently implemented by
Google Chrome, Firefox and Opera, and is under development by other browser vendors [39, 69], introduces a
set of new semantics that aim to unify the fetching process in browsers. In short, the fetch() method is given
a Request object, and a second, optional parameter that
specifies additional options for the request. For instance,
when the credentials option is set to "include", the
user’s cookies will be sent along with the request, even
when it is cross-origin. The fetch() operation will return a Promise that yields a Response object as soon as
the response has been fetched. In case the request was
authenticated, cross-origin, and did not use the CORS
mechanism, i.e., the mode was set to its default value
"no-cors", the Response will be marked as "opaque",
which will mask all information (status code, response
headers, cache state, body and length) of the response to
prevent cross-origin information leakage. In the following sections we will show how certain browser mechanisms can be abused to uncover the length of cross-origin
responses.

Our main contributions are:
• We perform an in-depth analysis at the level of the
browser, network and operating system, and explore
techniques that can expose the size of resources either directly or through a side-channel attack.
• We introduce several new attack vectors that can be
leveraged to uncover the exact response size of arbitrarily chosen endpoints.
• By the means of several attack scenarios on highprofile websites, we demonstrate that an adversary
can reveal the unique identity of an unwitting visitor
within mere seconds, and extract sensitive information that the user shared with a trusted website.
• We propose an improvement to the specification of
the Storage API, and explore various existing solutions that can be used to mitigate all variations of
size-exposing attacks.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in
Section 2 we provide a high-level overview of the technical aspects related to recently introduced browser features. In Section 3 we present an in-depth analysis on
potential size-exposing techniques, and elaborate on how
these can be used in various attack scenarios. In Section 4, we discuss how adversaries can leverage these
techniques against a number of real-world services. Furthermore, in Section 5 we propose and explore methods
that can thwart size-exposing attacks. Section 6 covers
related work, and Section 7 concludes this paper.
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Although the content of an opaque Response can not
be accessed, it is possible to force the browser to cache
that resource. The Cache API, which is part of the Service Worker API [66], can be used to place Response
objects in the browser’s cache. For security purposes,
the cache that is accessed by the Cache API is completely isolated from the browser’s HTTP cache, and is
not shared across different origins. The cache is accessed
by opening a Cache object, which can then be used to
store Response objects with their associated Requests.
Note that any response can be stored, regardless of the
Cache-Control headers sent out by the web server. To
prevent a malicious entity from completely filling up the
user’s hard disk, certain quota rules apply. The details
of these rules will be explained in more detail in Section 3.4.

Background

One of the most important security concepts of modern
browsers, is the notion of Same-Origin Policy [64, 73].
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As demonstrated by prior research, the size of a website’s
resources is often related to the state of the user at that
website [7, 38, 60]. Consequently, knowing the size of
these resources allows an adversary to (partially) uncover
the state of the user, which often yields sensitive information. In order to detect the presence of size-exposing
attack vectors, we performed an in-depth analysis on all
operations in which resources are involved. In this section, we present the results of this analysis and discuss
the various techniques that can be used to infer the size of
cross-origin resources. Next to the size-exposing methods that were discovered in prior research, we also introduce various novel techniques and re-evaluate methods
in the light of recent protocol evolutions.
Throughout this section, we consider different attacker
models based on the evaluated resource operation. As a
rule of thumb, for each resource operation we considered all the attacker models in which the adversary is
able to make observations about the operation. For instance, when analysing the transfer of a resource over
the network, multiple attacker models were taken into
account: an eavesdropper might inspect the encrypted
network traffic directly, or Wi-Fi packets could be examined when the adversary is in physical proximity of
the victim, or the attacker might simply use JavaScript to
measure the time it took to complete the request.
Our evaluation mainly focuses on attacks in which the
adversary infers sensitive information from the size of
the resources that are returned to the victim when requesting specific endpoints. As such, we evaluate potential attack techniques under the assumption that an adversary can trigger the victim’s browser to send authenticated requests to arbitrarily chosen endpoints. This can
be easily achieved by a moderately motivated attacker
due to the plethora of methods that can be used to execute
arbitarary JavaScript code in a cross-origin context (with
regard to the target endpoint). For instance, an attacker
can trick the user in visiting his website using phishing
via e-mail or social networks [29], register a typosquatting domain [41], launch an advertising campaign where
JavaScript code or an iframe containing the attacker’s
web page is included [54], register a stale domain from
which a JavaScript file is included [43], redirect insecure
HTTP requests [37], ... Note that recent attacks on TLS
also assume an attacker can execute JavaScript code in
the victim’s browser [16, 1, 62].
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Figure 1: Overview of operations that involve resources.
side of the web server, as a result of the request initiated by the browser. Here the web server will associate
the user’s state with the included cookie, produce the requested content, and pour it into an HTML structure. Although several attacks have been presented that can extract sensitive information from this generation process,
e.g., direct timing attacks [7], our research focuses on
methods that can expose the size of the generated content. Since the length of the response is only known after
it has been generated, attacks against the resource generation process are excluded from our evaluation.
Once a resource has been dynamically generated, the
machine where the web server is hosted on will send it
back to the user that requested it. This means that if an
adversary is able to observe the amount of traffic generated by the web server, he could use this information to
infer the size of the response. We discuss size-exposing
techniques in this context in more detail in Section 3.2.
When the resource leaves the web server, it is sent over
several networks before it reaches the client. In any of
these networks, an adversary capable of intercepting or
passively observing the network traffic could be present.
Because size-exposing attacks can be considered to be
superfluous when an adversary can inspect the contents
of a resource, we only consider encrypted traffic in our
evaluation. Prior work has shown that popular encryption schemes such as SSL and TLS do not conceal the
length of the original HTTP request and response, leading to various attacks [67, 12]. In our analysis, we extend this existing work by re-evaluating the feasibility of
size-exposing attack methods when the new HTTP version (HTTP/2) is used. Furthermore, we explore possible
size-exposing attack techniques in the context of Wi-Fi
networks, where another layer of encryption is added,
and elaborate on our findings in Section 3.3.
As soon as the response reaches the client’s machine,
it is first received by the network interface, and then sent
to the browser, where it is processed and possibly cached.
Similar to the server-side, an adversary with a foothold
in the operating system, can leverage traffic statistics to
uncover the resource’s length. In Section 3.2, we investigate these types of attack techniques under various threat
models, both for mobile devices as well as desktops.

Operations Involving Resources

By looking at their typical “lifetime”, we identified six
different operations that involve resources, as shown in
Figure 1. In the first step, a resource is generated at the
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considered four types of hosting environments for the
web server, namely dedicated hosting, shared hosting,
and cloud-based solutions (VMs and PaaS). To be able
to observe the length of resources in the case of a dedicated hosting environment, an attacker would need to
have either physical access, or infect the machine with
a malicious binary. In both cases, we argue that the capabilities of the attacker far surpass what is required for
a size-exposing attack, thereby making other attack vectors more appealing to the attacker.

Table 1: An overview of size-exposing attack techniques
with their associated resource operations (as per Figure 1) and whether the techniques can be used to obtain
the exact size of a resource.
Size-exposing technique
Cache timing attacks
Traffic statistics pseudo-files
SSL/TLS traffic analysis
Wi-Fi traffic analysis
Cross-site timing attacks
Browser-based timing attacks
Storage side-channel leaks

Resource
operation
2, 4
2, 4
3
3
3
5
6

Exact
size
7
7
7

7
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The same argument applies to cloud-based hosting.
It has been shown that cache-based side-channels attacks can extract sensitive information, including traffic information, in a cross-tenant or cross-VM environment [48, 76, 72]. However, if an attacker would have
the capabilities to leverage a cache-based attack to accurately determine the size of a requested resource, this
would mean that the attacker could also leverage the
cache-based attack to determine (part of) the execution
trace, which can be considered as significantly more severe in most scenarios. Given the lack of incentive for
an attacker to uncover the resource size by launching a
cross-tenant or cross-VM attack, we do not consider this
in more detail.

After receiving the response, the browser will first signal the completion of the request by firing an Event. In
the threat model we consider, the request is initiated by
the malicious JavaScript code, and thus, its completion is
signaled to the attacker. It is known that the time it takes
for a request to complete is correlated with its size, giving
rise to so-called timing attacks. However, these attacks
have several limitations, and can only be used to obtain a
rough estimate of a resource’s size. While a rough estimate is sufficient to perform certain attacks [7, 20], most
of the real-world attacks we present in Section 4 require
knowing the exact size of resources.
In a recent study, Van Goethem et al. found that the
next step of a resource’s lifetime, i.e., parsing by the
browser, is susceptible to timing attacks as well [60]. In
contrast to classic timing attacks, these browser-based attacks do not suffer from network irregularities, and thus
provide attackers with a more accurate and reliable estimate. Nevertheless, the maximum accuracy that can be
achieved with these methods is still in the range of a few
kilobytes, which is insufficient for some of the novel attacks presented in Section 4.
Finally, browsers may store resources in the cache, allowing them to be retrieved much faster in future visits.
Motivated by the potentially nefarious consequences of
caching resources chosen by an adversary, we analyzed
the specification of the various APIs that are involved
in this process. Surprisingly, we found multiple design
flaws that allow an adversary to uncover the exact size
of any resource. In Section 3.4, we elaborate in detail
on these newly discovered vulnerabilities, and their presence in modern browsers.
An overview of all size-exposing techniques we discovered during our evaluation is provided in Table 1.

3.2

In a shared hosting environment, web requests for several customers are served by the same system. Next to
cross-process cache-based side-channel attacks, which
can be considered similar to the above-mentioned crossVM attacks, adversaries can typically also access the
system-wide network statistics. These network statistics
can be obtained by either running the ifconfig command, or by reading it directly from system pseudo-files
such as /proc/net/dev. As these network statistics report the exact amount of bytes sent and received by a
network interface, an adversary could leverage this information to uncover the size of a response. The attacker’s accuracy will of course depend on the amount
of background traffic, but the ability to coordinate with
the victim’s browser gives the adversary a strong advantage. Because shared hosting environments are typically
used by less popular websites, we consider this type of
attack scenario to be unlikely, and thus do not explore
this issue further.
On the side of the client, we explored various sizeexposing techniques, but found that most techniques either require too many privileges, e.g., infecting the system with a malicious binary, or yield inaccurate results [44]. An interesting exception is the Android operating system, which also keeps track of network statistics. In addition to the global network statistics, Android
also exposes network statistics per user, which, surprisingly, can be read out by any application without requir-

OS-based Techniques

In this section, we elaborate on size-exposing techniques
that occur at the level of the operating system, on the
side of the web server and client. In our analysis, we
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Figure 2: TLS record layout when using AES-GCM.

Figure 3: Simplified HTTP/2 frame layout.

ing permissions1 . In their work, Zhou et al. showed that
by passively monitoring network statistics on Android,
an adversary can infer sensitive information from the requests made by other applications. We make the observation that these attacks can be extended when considering an attacker model in which the adversary can actively
trigger specific requests in the victim’s mobile browser.
As a proof-of-concept application, we created an HTTP
service, which reports the number of bytes received by
the user associated with the com.android.chrome application. Finally, our applications triggers the mobile
browser to open a web page, which first contacts the local
service, next downloads an external resource, and then
obtains the network statistics again, allowing us to determine the exact size of the external resource.

To determine the length of a resource sent over TLS,
we first need to know when it is being transmitted. We
accomplish this by using JavaScript to make the victim’s
browser fetch a page on our server, signaling that the next
request will be to the targeted resource. We then monitor any TLS connections to the server hosting this resource, which is possible because the TCP/IP headers of
a TLS connection are not encrypted. Once the resource
has been received, we again signal this to our server. This
enables us to identify the (single) TLS connection that
was used to transmit the resource. Finally we subtract
the overhead of the TLS records (see Figure 2) to determine the length of the HTTP response. If the connection
uses a cipher that does not require padding, this reveals
the precise length of the HTTP response. Otherwise only
a close estimate of the response length can be made. By
subtracting the length of the headers from this HTTP response, whose value can be easily predicted, we learn the
length of the requested resource.

3.3

Network-based Techniques

We now show the size of a resource can be uncovered
by monitoring its transmission over a secure connection.
First we do this for TLS, and then we evaluate the case
where Wi-Fi encryption is used on top of TLS. Although
Wi-Fi hides individual connections, effectively offering
a secure channel similar to that of VPNs or SSH tunnels,
we show attacks remain possible. We also study the impact of the new HTTP/2 protocol.
3.3.1

We tested this attack against two popular web servers:
Apache and nginx. Even when the victim was actively
browsing YouTube and downloading torrents, our attack
correctly determined the length of the resource. Interestingly, we noticed that Apache puts the header of an
HTTP response in a single, separate, TLS record. This
makes it trivial to determine the length of the HTTP response header sent by Apache: it corresponds exactly to
the first TLS record sent by the server.

Transport Layer Security (SSL / TLS)

We also studied the impact of the HTTP/2 protocol [4]
on our attacks. HTTP/2 does not change the semantics of HTTP messages, but optimizes their transport.
In HTTP/2, each HTTP request and response pair is
sent in a unique stream, and multiple parallel streams
can be initiated in a single TCP connection. The basic transmission unit of a stream is a frame (see Figure 3). Each frame has a streamId field that identifies the
stream it belongs to. Several types of frames exist, with
the two most common being header and data frames.
Header frames encode and compress HTTP headers using HPACK [45], and data frames contain the body of
HTTP messages. Nearly all other frames are used for
management purposes, and we refer to them as control
frames. Most browsers only support HTTP/2 over TLS.
Usage of HTTP/2 is negotiated using the Application
Layer Protocol Negotiation (APLN) extension of TLS.
This extension is sent unencrypted, meaning we can easily detect if a connection uses HTTP/2.

Web traffic can be protected by HTTPS, i.e., by sending
HTTP messages over TLS [47, 15]. Once the TLS handshake is completed, TLS records of type application data
are used to send HTTP messages. The type and length
of a record is not encrypted, and padding may be added
if block ciphers are used. Since nowadays more than
half of all TLS connections use AES in Galois Counter
Mode (GCM) [27], we will assume this cipher is used
unless mentioned otherwise. The layout of a TLS record
using AES-GCM is shown in Fig. 2. Note that for this
cipher no padding is used. An HTTP message can be
spread out over multiple TLS records, and in turn a TLS
record can be spread out over several TCP packets. An
endpoint can freely decide in how many records to divide
the data being transmitted.
1 These statistics can be read out from the pseudo-files
/proc/uid_stat/[uid]/tcp_rcv, or, since Android 4.3, can
be obtained from the getUidRxBytes() interface.
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To determine the size of a resource transmitted using
HTTP/2 over TLS, we have to predict the total overhead
created by the 9-byte frame header (see Figure 3). Moreover, we need to be able to filter away control frames.
Both Apache and nginx send control frames in separate
TLS records, and these records can be detected by their
length and position in the TLS connection, allowing us
to recognize and filter these frames. To calculate the
overhead created by the 9-byte frame header, we need
to predict the number of HTTP/2 data frames that were
used to transmit the resource. For Apache this is easy
since it always sends data frames with a payload of 214
bytes, except for the last frame. For nginx, the number of data frames can be predicted based on the number of TLS records. This means that for both servers we
can predict the amount of overhead HTTP/2 introduces.
The size of the HTTP/2 header frame can be predicted
similar to the HTTP/1.1 case, with the addition that the
HPACK compression has to be taken into account. Finally, we found that multiple streams are active in one
TCP connection only when loading a page. By waiting
until the HTTP/2 connection is idle before letting the victim’s browser fetch the resource, the only active stream
will be the one downloading the resource. All combined,
these techniques allowed us to accurately predict the size
of resources sent using HTTP/2. Note that if the server
uses gzip, deflate, or similar, we learn the compressed
size of the resource. In Section 4, we show that this is
sufficient to perform attacks, and can even be used to extend an attacker’s capabilities.
3.3.2

precise length of the encrypted plaintext. Finally, Wi-Fi
encryption is self-synchronizing, meaning that a receiver
can decrypt packets even if previous ones were missed or
blocked.
Similar to our attack against TLS, we determine when
the resource is being transmitted by signaling our own
server before and after we fetch the targeted resource.
However, we can no longer easily determine which packets correspond to the requested resource as Wi-Fi encrypts the IP and TCP headers. Consequently, any background traffic will interfere with our attack. One option
is to execute the attack only if there is no background
traffic. Unfortunately, if the user is actively browsing
websites or streaming videos, periods without traffic are
generally too short. In other words, it is hard to predict
whether a period without traffic will be long enough to
fetch the complete resource. Our solution is to wait for a
small traffic pause, and extend this pause by blocking all
packets that are not part of the TCP connection that will
fetch the resource. Blocking packets in a secure Wi-Fi
network is possible by using a channel-based man-inthe-middle (MitM) attack [61]. Essentially, the attacker
clones the Access Point (AP) on a different channel, and
forwards or blocks packets to, and from, the real AP. The
channel-based MitM also has another advantage: if the
adversary misses a packet sent by either a client or AP,
the sender will retransmit the packet. This is because the
cloned AP, and cloned clients, must explicitly acknowledge packets. Hence our attack is immune to packet loss
at the Wi-Fi layer. Once we start measuring the size of
the resource, we only forward packets that could be part
of the connection fetching this resource. First, this means
allowing any packets with a size equal to a TCP SYN or
ACK. Second, we have to allow the initial TLS handshake and the HTTP request that fetches the resource.
Since both can be detected based on the length of Wi-Fi
packets, it is possible to only forward packets that belong
to the first TLS handshake and HTTP request. By blocking other outgoing requests, servers will refrain from replying with new traffic. Hence we can still fetch our targeted resource, but all other traffic is temporarily halted.
In experiments the above technique proved highly successful. Even when the victim was browsing websites or
streaming YouTube videos, it correctly isolated the TLS
connection fetching the resource. We also tested the attack when the victim was constantly generating traffic by
sending ping requests of random sizes. Since the size of
these packets rarely matches that of a TCP ACK/SYN or
TLS handshake packet, all ping requests were blocked,
and the correct connection was still successfully isolated.
The next step is to subtract the overhead added by
Wi-Fi and TLS. Since none of the cipher suites in Wi-Fi
use padding, it is straightforward to remove padding
added by the Wi-Fi layer. However, we cannot count the

Encrypted Wi-Fi Networks

Wireless networks are an attractive target for traffic monitoring attacks. For instance, our attack against TLS can
be directly applied against open wireless networks. However, these days many wireless networks are protected
using WPA2 [71]. This means that all packets, including their IP and TCP headers, are encrypted. Hence we
can no longer use these headers to isolate and inspect
TLS connections. Nevertheless, we show it is possible to
uncover the size of an HTTP message even when Wi-Fi
encryption is used on top of TLS.
In the Wi-Fi protocol, the sender first prepends a fixedlength header to the packet being transmitted, and then
encrypts the resulting packet [28]. To encrypt and protect
a packet, the only available ciphers in a Wi-Fi network
are WEP, TKIP, or CCMP. Note that WPA1 and WPA2
are not ciphers, but certification programs by the Wi-Fi
Alliance, and these programs mandate support for either
TKIP or CCMP, respectively. Since both WEP and TKIP
use RC4, and CCMP uses AES in counter mode, padding
is never added when encrypting a packet. Therefore, no
matter which cipher is used, we can always determine the
6

Algorithm 1 Uncover the size of resources by abusing
the per-site quota limit
response ← fetch(url)
fillStorage()
size ← 0
loop
freeByteFromCache()
size ← size + 1
storageResult ← cache.put(response)
if storageResult == True then
return size
end if
end loop

number of TLS records sent as their headers are now encrypted. Nevertheless, for both nginx and Apache with
HTTP/1.1, we found that a new TLS record is used for
every 214 bytes of plaintext. This allows us to predict
the number of TLS records that were used, and thereby
the overhead created by these records. We discovered
only one exception to this rule. If an Apache server uses
chunked content encoding, each chunk is sent in a separate TLS record. This means that the number of TLS
records become application-specific, and the attacker has
to fine-tune his prediction for every targeted resource.
We remark that this behavior of Apache is not recommended, because it facilitates chunked-body-truncation
attacks against browsers [5].
When HTTP/2 is used, the situation becomes more tedious. Here we have to predict both the number of TLS
records, as well as the number, and types, of HTTP/2
frames. We found that these numbers are predictable for
the first HTTP/2 response in a TLS connection. Since
all browsers limit the number of open TCP connections,
we first close existing connections by requesting several
pages hosted on different domains. After doing this, a
new connection will be used to fetch the targeted resource, meaning we can predict the amount of overhead.
Apache always uses HTTP/2 data frames with a payload
of 16348 bytes, even when chunked content encoding is
used. Furthermore, the TLS records always have a payload length of 1324, except for every 100th TLS record,
which has a length of 296. Finally, Apache always sends
the same three HTTP/2 control frames, spread over two
TLS records, before sending the resource itself.
For new TLS connections, nginx sends three initial HTTP/2 control frames in either one or two
TLS records, where most of the time only one
TLS record is used. Then it enters an initialization phase where the first 10 TLS records have a
predictable size, with each size taken from the set
{8279, 8217, 4121, 4129}. After this initial phase, it
repeats the sequence [16408, 16408, 16408, 16408, 96],
with the exception that at relatively infrequent and random times a TLS record of size 60 is used instead of 96.
However, as this is only a small difference, it generally
affects the number of TLS records by at most one. All
combined, if we assume the least number of TLS records
are used, we underestimate the actual number of TLS
records by at most two. In fact, most of the time no extra
records are used. Hence an attacker can make multiple
measurements, and pick the most common length as being the one without the extra (one or two) records.

3.4

devices. This advancement requires that all the characteristics that are specific to mobile devices are properly accommodated. For instance, mobile devices travel
along with their users, which means that every now and
then the devices become disconnected, preventing the
user from accessing any web-based content. Recent advancements in browser design aim to tackle this problem
with a promising API named ServiceWorker [66]. The
core idea behind the SeviceWorker API is to allow websites to gracefully handle offline situations for their users.
For example, a news website might download and temporarily store news articles when users are connected,
allowing them to still access these while being disconnected. Note that although we mainly focus on the ServiceWorker API, all attacks can also be applied by using
ApplicationCache [63], the caching mechanism that ServicerWorker aims to replace.
3.4.1

Per-site quota

For caching operations, the ServiceWorker API provides
a specific set of interfaces, named Cache API, which can
be used to store, retrieve and delete resources. A noteworthy aspect of the Cache API is that it allows one
to cache any resource, including cross-origin responses.
Furthermore, to limit misuse cases where a malicious
player takes up all available space, the per-site2 storage
is restricted. This restriction is shared among a few other
browser features that allow persistent data storage, for instance localStorage and IndexedDB. The way per-site
quota is applied, is decided by the browser vendor; for
the most popular browsers this is either a fixed value in
the range of 200MB to 2GB, or a percentage - typically
20% - of the global storage quota [22, 42, 32].
For the purpose of exposing the size of resources, having full control over the cache, and the fact that this cache

Browser-based Techniques

2 According to the current specification of the Storage API,
a site is defined as eTLD+1, meaning foo.example.org and
bar.example.org belong to the same site, whereas foo.host.com
belongs to a different site [70].

Over the last few years, one of the most important evolutions on the web is the increase of support for mobile
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Algorithm 2 Uncover the size of resources by abusing
the global quota limit
response ← fetch(url)
storageAmount ← 5MB
site0 .addBytes(storageAmount)
i←1
while !isEvicted(site0 ) do
storageResult ← sitei .addBytes(1)
if storageResult ! = True then
i ← i+1
end if
end while
site0 .cache.put(response)
remainingBytes ← 0
while !isEvicted(site1 ) do
site0 .addBytes(1)
remainingBytes ← remainingBytes + 1
end while
size ← storageAmount − remainingBytes

is limited by a fixed quota, are two very interesting aspects. An adversary can directly leverage these two features to expose the size of any resource by means of the
pseudo-code listed in Algorithm 1. In the attack, the resource is first downloaded using the Fetch API, which
will result in an "opaque" Response. Next, the adversary makes sure that the site’s available storage is filled
up to the quota. In practice, we found that by storing
large data blobs using the IndexedDB API, the storage
speed approaches the maximum writing speed of the hard
disk, allowing the attacker to reach the quota in a few seconds. In a final step, the adversary will free up one byte
from the cache and attempt to store the response. This
storage attempt will only succeed if sufficient quota is
available, otherwise more bytes should be freed. Eventually, the attacker learns the exact size of the resource
by the number of bytes that were freed until the resource
could be stored. Note that the resource only needs to be
downloaded once, resulting in a significant speed-up of
the attack. In our experimental setup, the initial attack
could be executed in less than 20 seconds, and subsequent size-exposing attempts were performed in less than
a second as the quota had already been reached.
3.4.2

for most major browsers, the global quota is set to 50%
of the total available space on the device, and the per-site
quota is set to either a percentage of the global quota or
a fixed size, the adversary will need to divide this over
multiple domains. As soon as the eviction of the first site
is triggered, the adversary knows the exact amount of
freed space, namely storageAmount. Finally, the adversary adds the resource to an empty site and fills it until the
global quota is reached again, which can be observed by
checking for the eviction of the next least-recently used
site, i.e., site1 . The size of the resource can then be calculated as the original size of the first site subtracted by
the number bytes required to reach the global quota again
(remainingBytes).

Global quota

In addition to the storage restrictions of sites, browsers
also enforce a global storage quota to ensure normal system operations are not affected. When this global quota
is exceeded, the storage operation will not be canceled,
but instead the storage of the least-recently used site will
be removed. As a result, the two features required to
expose the size of a resource, i.e., full control over the
cache and an indication when the quota is exceeded, are
present. In comparison to the size-exposing attack that
leverages the per-site quota, this vulnerability is considerably harder to successfully exploit: the attacker needs
to reach the global quota limit, which needs to be spread
over multiple sites, and has to take into account that the
global quota can fluctuate as a result of unrelated system
operations. Nevertheless, for the purpose of creating an
improved design, it is important to consider all flaws of
the current system. Furthermore, on systems with a limited storage capacity, e.g., mobile devices, some of these
restrictions may not apply, increasing the feasibility of
an attack.
A simplified, unoptimized method that can be used to
expose the size of an arbitrary resource is provided in
Algorithm 2. Similar to the per-site quota attack, the
adversary first downloads the resource and temporarily
stores it in a variable. Next, a site is filled with a certain amount of bytes (storageAmount) which should be
larger than the size of the resource. In a following step,
the adversary will need to fill the complete quota. Since

3.4.3

Quota Management API & Storage API

The last attack involving browser storage abuses the
Quota Management API [65], and the similar Storage
API [70]. These APIs aim to give web developers
more insight into their website’s storage properties, more
specifically the number of bytes that have been stored
and the space that is still available. At the time of writing,
the Storage API is still being designed, and will consolidate the storage behavior of all browsers into one agreedupon standard.
The functionality provided by the Quota Management
API is the direct source of a size-exposing vulnerability that is worryingly trivial to exploit. An adversary
can simply request the current storage usage, add a resource to the cache, and retrieve the storage usage again.
Since the Quota Management API will return the usage in bytes, the exact resource size can be obtained by
subtracting the two usage values. Although the Quota
8

Management API has only been adopted by the Google
Chrome browser, this browser alone accounts for approximately 48% of the market share [56], leaving hundreds
of millions of internet users vulnerable to this highly trivial size-exposing attack vector. Despite our efforts of reporting these findings to the Chrome team, all up-to-date
versions of the Google Chrome browser remain allowing
this API to be used by any website, without the user’s
knowledge.
Because the per-site quota is related to the global
quota3 , the Quota Management API can also be used to
infer the caching operations of a different website. For
instance, a malicious iframe that is embedded on a website could observe changes in the available quota, and
infer the length of cached resources. This information
could in turn be used to either analyze the interactions of
the user on the website, or disclose private information
based on the length of the cached resources. A similar
attack scenario is discussed in more detail in Section 4.4.
Another interesting case occurs when making the observation that the per-site quota is also related to the total
free disk space. The byproduct of this behavior is that an
adversary can also observe the disk operations of other,
possibly security-sensitive, processes. As this issue is
unrelated to size-exposing techniques, we do not explore
this vulnerability in more detail.
The functionalities provided by the Quota Management API are directly responsible for the vulnerabilities
discussed in this section. It is unclear why this API was
developed without taking into account potential security
and privacy implications. In essence, these findings serve
as a strong indicator that new browser features should
be thoroughly reviewed for security and privacy flaws.
Since the Storage API provides the same functionality as
the Quota Management API, the same issues arise there
as well. At the time of writing, the Storage Standard deviates from the Quota Management API in the sense that
it states that a “rough estimate” should be returned. Because the term “rough estimate” is not formally defined,
implementations of this specification are likely to still be
vulnerable to statistical attacks, as the quota limit can
easily be requested thousands of times. In Section 5.1
we propose a new API design that protects against all
browser-based size-exposing techniques we discussed in
this paper.

4

ity to request arbitrarily chosen resources in the victim’s
browser. To provide more insight into the consequences
and potential attack scenarios, we explore a selection of
real-world cases where one of the size-exposing techniques can be used to extract private and sensitive information from the victim. The list of attacks that are
discussed, is by no means the exclusive list of possible
targets. Instead, we made a selection of attack scenarios
to provide a variety in methodology, type of disclosed
information, and category of web service.
Ethical Considerations To evaluate the severity and
impact of size-exposing techniques on internet users, it
cannot be avoided to evaluate these attacks on real-world
services. To prevent any nefarious consequences of this
evaluation, all attacks were manually tested, and were
performed exclusively against our own accounts. As a
result, from the perspective of the tested services our
analysis only generated a restricted amount of legitimate
traffic. Moreover, users of the analyzed websites were
not directly involved in our attacks. For the quantitative
case-studies, we only obtained publicly available information, and present it in anonymized form. Given the
above-mentioned precautions, we believe our evaluation
of real-world services did not have any adverse effects
on the tested subjects.

4.1

User Identification

Virtually every online social network provides its users
with their own profile page. Depending on the user’s
privacy settings, these profile pages typically are completely or partially available to anyone. In the attack scenario where the adversary is interested in learning the
identity of the victim, the adversary first collects the publicly available data from (a subset of) the users of the
social network. Later, during the actual size-exposing attack, he tries to associate the data obtained from the victim to a single entry from the public data, allowing him
to expose the victim’s identity. To evaluate the feasibility in a real-world environment, we exemplify the attack
scenario on Twitter, one of the largest social networks.
By default, the profile of each Twitter user is public,
and contains information on the latest tweets that were
created by the user, the list of followers and followees,
the tweets that were “liked” by the user, and the lists
he/she follows and is a member of. Except for the user’s
tweets, each type of information can be accessed by a
link that is shared by all Twitter users, e.g., the page
located at https://twitter.com/followers lists the
last 18 accounts that follow the user. For each follower,
the name, account name and short biography is shown.
The main assumption in this attack scenario is that
the combined length of all parts that constitute to the

Real-world Consequences

In contrast to prior work on size-exposing techniques,
which is mainly focused on passive network observation, the attacks presented in this paper leverage the abil3 The per-site quota is 20% of the global quota in Google Chrome;
for Firefox this is the case as well when the disk space is less than
20GB.
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4.2

resource, i.e., the names, account names and bios of
the last 18 followers, is relatively unique. To validate
this assumption, we performed an experiment that reflects an adversary’s actions in an actual attack scenario. For this experiment, we obtained publicly available information of 500,000 users, which were selected
at random from the directory of public profiles provided
by Twitter4 . More specifically, we downloaded the resources located at /following, /followers, /likes,
/lists and /memberships, and recorded the associated
resource size, both with and without gzip compression.

Revealing Private Information

Next to revealing the identity of a web user, adversaries
may also be interested in learning private information.
A particular type of information that, in general, is considered highly sensitive, is information concerning medical conditions. To evaluate whether our novel sizeexposing techniques can be used to also disclose this type
of data, we explored the performance of such techniques
on WebMD, one of the leading health information services websites. One of the features provided by WebMD
is “Health Record”, a web service that allows users to
organize their personal health records6 . More precisely,
users can add, and keep track of, their medical conditions, medications, allergies, etc. For each entry, the user
can choose among an exhaustive list of terms. For instance, there are 4,105 different medical conditions that
can be selected.

Next, we grouped together Twitter accounts that share
the same resource length, e.g., if the /following resource is 281026 bytes for only two users, these users
form a group of size 2. In Figure 4 we show the percentage of Twitter accounts for all group sizes, for the
compressed and uncompressed resource size. Note that
a logarithmic scale is used for the percentage of Twitter accounts on the y-axis. This graph clearly shows that
when the size of multiple resources is combined, the majority of Twitter accounts can be uniquely identified. By
exposing the size of the uncompressed /following and
/followers resources, 89.66% of the 500,000 Twitter accounts can be uniquely identified. When the size
of all five resources is known, the identity of 97.62%
of the Twitter accounts can immediately be uncovered.
The graph also clearly shows that when gzip compression is applied, the group sizes of individual resources
becomes larger, which is most likely due to the reduction in entropy of resource sizes. Nevertheless, when
the size of multiple compressed resources are combined,
a uniqueness comparable to the size of uncompressed
resources is achieved: 81.69% Twitter accounts can be
uniquely identified when the size of the /following
and /followers resources is combined; for all five resources, this is 99.96%. The most likely explanation for
this is that in case a resource is virtually empty, i.e., the
account name is the only dynamic part of the resource,
not only the length but also the content of the account
name is reflected in the compressed resource size.

At any point in time, users can download their own
medical report, either as automatically generated PDF or
in plain text format. It should be noted that the types
of medical records that are shown in this report is specified by the user (or attacker), and that the PDF is sent
without compression, whereas the textual report is served
with gzip compression. Although there is some variety
in the length of the possible terms, it is insufficient for
an adversary to determine which medical conditions the
user suffers from: on average, a certain length is shared
among 124.59 possible medical conditions. However,
if the adversary can obtain the resource size both with
and without compression, this can significantly improve
his attack: in this case, the group size can be limited to
35.50 on average. This can be achieved by various methods, e.g., by obtaining the length from two resources that
share the same content, where one is served with compression and the other without, or by tricking the server
in sending the resource without compression7 , or even by
combining the browser-based attacks with the networkbased attacks. In case the sensitive content is present on
multiple compressed resources (in this case, this can be
triggered by varying the types of medical records that are
reported), the group size can be reduced even further. In
the attack scenario against WebMD, a single iteration of
this technique, i.e., including the medical condition on a
compressed resource with other known content, reduces
the average group size to 18.73. By applying multiple
iterations, each with slighly different content, it becomes
possible to uniquely identify the user’s medical condition
in most cases.

Although the viability of this attack was only evaluated on a subset of all Twitter accounts5 , this experiment does suggest that adversaries can immensely narrow down the number of possible candidates for the
user’s identity by knowing the size of just five resources.
Furthermore, various techniques exist that can uniquely
identify a user among a limited set of accounts [33, 26],
making user-identification by exposing the size of resources well within the reach of a moderately motivated
attacker.

6 https://healthmanager.webmd.com/
7 When a resource is included as a <video> element, the
Accept-Encoding header will be either absent or set to identity,
causing most web servers to send it without compression.

4 https://twitter.com/i/directory
5 Twitter

has approximately 320 million active accounts.
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4.3

Search-Oriented Information Leakage

cation will use the File API [46] to cache two thumbnails
of the photo. Because the storage used by the File API
counts towards the global cache quota, it is possible to infer whether a resource is being cached as per the attacks
discussed in Section 3.4.2 and Section 3.4.3.
In an attack scenario where the adversary tries to
determine group membership of the victim, the attacker first lures the victim to his malicious web page.
On this web page, the adversary includes the page
of the target group in an iframe. Telegram does not
use the X-Frame-Options header, but instead makes
the content invisible by default through CSS, and uses
JavaScript to make it visible in case no framing is detected (a popular Clickjacking defense proposed by Rydstedt et al. [51]). As a result, the page’s content will be
loaded, but remains invisible, and impossible to interact
with9 . If the user is member of the targeted group, the
Telegram website will download and cache thumbnails
of the latest media items that have been shared in the
group, resulting in a change of the available quota. Otherwise, a message is shown stating that the user is not a
member of the group. As an additional verification step,
the adversary could post another photo in the group, and
witness a change in the available quota. By leveraging
our novel size-exposing techniques, we found it was trivial to detect group membership. Because the MTProto
scheme only provides very limited padding, group membership can also easily be detected by analyzing the size
of HTTP responses.

Many web applications allow their users to search the
data they (in)directly entered. For instance, web-based email clients provide the functionality to search for certain
messages. In a recent study, Gelernter et al. show that
this functionality can be abused by attackers to disclose
sensitive information, such as the user’s identity and
credit-card numbers [20]. In their attacks, the researchers
leverage the fact that in certain cases query parameters
are reflected in the results. Consequently, when a search
query has several matches, the resulting resource size
will be considerably larger than with an empty resultset, allowing an adversary to resort to timing attacks to
determine whether a certain search query yielded results.
Several service providers that were shown to be vulnerable to these attacks implemented a mitigation by preventing query parameters to be reflected in the search results.
Although these measures effectively thwart the abovementioned attacks, the web services remain vulnerable to
the size-exposing attacks proposed in this paper, as these
disclose the size of a resource with 1-byte precision.

4.4

Cross-Origin Cache Operations

Telegram is a popular cloud-based instant messaging service, particularly known for its security and encryption
features. Not surprisingly, these features have attracted
terrorist organizations to use the service as a secure communication channel [53]. This, in turn, makes Telegram
a valuable target for intelligence agencies to find members of terrorist groups. Since all exchanged messages
are encrypted using MTProto, which was shown to only
suffer from minor theoretical attacks, plaintext-recovery
is considered to be unlikely [30].
Next to the mobile and desktop versions of the Telegram application, a web-based version is provided as
well8 . An interesting feature of this web-based version
is that when a photo is shared in a group, the web appli-

5

Defense Mechanisms

In this section we discuss various mechanisms that can be
used to thwart size-exposing attacks. Due to space limitations, we only focus on a limited set of defense mechanisms, which were selected on the basis of completeness,
novelty, amount of overhead and ease of adoption.
9 The <iframe> element should have a sandbox attribute set to
"allow-scripts allow-same-origin" to prevent top level navigation, while ensuring the page is loaded properly.

8 https://web.telegram.org
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5.1

Hardening Browser Storage

bytes are not actually written to the disk, but are just kept
as a type of bookkeeping.
It is clear that the overhead on the quota and the security guarantees provided by this defense method are
directly related to the values of pmax and ∆. In fact, this
provides a trade-off between security/privacy and usability, for instance, the larger the value of pmax , the harder it
will be for an adversary to uncover the size of resources
(within certain boundaries), but on the other hand, a large
pmax will entail a smaller storage capacity due to the
amount of padding. We argue that with an analysis on
the typical use-cases of caching operations, these values could be defined to accommodate legitimate behavior
while preventing attacks. Furthermore, it could be taken
into account that this mechanism generates a virtual loss
in storage capacity, and therefore the quota could be increased to account for this. In addition, it is possible
to apply a rate-limiting approach to limit the amount of
observations that can be made by an adversary. For instance, if the reported quota is only updated once every
minute, statistical attacks can be largely mitigated, which
in turn allows for smaller values of pmax , and restricts the
(already virtual) overhead.
Given the generality of the defense, its strong security
guarantees, and the low overhead, we feel confident that
this approach, or a similar derivative thereof, will be incorporated into the HTML specification, and encourage
browser vendors to mitigate the attacks presented in Section 3.4 in this manner.

As was shown in Section 3.4, several features related to
the storage operations in browsers can be abused to expose the size of cross-origin resources. At the time of
writing, there exists no universal specification that standardizes these operations. However, the Storage API
specification is being developed with the purpose of designing a unified definition that will be adopted by all
browsers. In its current state, the Storage API consolidates the current browsers behavior regarding the quota
limit per website. Furthermore, it incorporates the functionalities offered by the Quota Management API.
We propose a countermeasure that extends the Storage
API. To make adoption by browsers feasible, we aim to
provide a usable solution, i.e., normal application behavior should not be jeopardized. As a result of the feedback provided by the communication with specification
editors and browser vendors, we opted for an approach
where “virtual padding” is applied to resources. To prevent an adversary from learning the size of a resource,
either by abusing the storage limit or by requesting the
available quota, this size should be masked with a random value. However, it is a well-known fact that by
adding a random value, the mechanism becomes subject
to statistical attacks. Because resources can be added to
the cache extremely fast, an adversary is able to obtain
a large number of observations in a limited amount of
time, putting him in a very strong position.
Inspired by a mitigation for web-based timing sidechannels proposed by Schinzel [52], and by making the
observation that in contrast to caching operations, downloading a resource takes a considerable amount of time,
we propose the following defense. When a resource is
downloaded as the result of a fetch() operation, we associate a unique identifier, uid, with the Response object. Next, we compute q = dsize + hash(secret + uid)e∆ ,
where size is the size of the resource, hash() a uniformly
distributed hash function yielding integers in the range
[0, pmax ], and secret a cryptographic random number that
is associated to a single browsing session10 . The total
size q is then rounded up towards the nearest multiple
of ∆ to prevent an attacker from learning the bounds of
the added padding. When the Response is added to the
cache, the per-site and global quota will be increased
by q. This value should also be stored as part of the
Response object to ensure that for each cache operation the same value is either added or subtracted from the
quota. As a result, the only way for an adversary to obtain a new observation is to download the same resource
again. It should be noted that the padding that is added
for each cache operation is virtual, in the sense that these

5.2

Detecting Illicit Requests

In essence, the size-exposing techniques presented in this
paper require the ability to initiate authenticated crossorigin requests, and rely on the targeted web service to
handle the request in the same way it would for legitimate requests. This means that when either part is removed, i.e., either authenticated cross-origin requests are
disabled, or the web server answers with a static error
message, the complete class of size-exposing techniques
will be mitigated. To accomplish this, it is possible to
resort to existing, and well-established techniques in related research fields. For instance, by blocking thirdparty cookies, which is typically used to prevent tracking on the web [50], the cross-origin requests initiated
by the adversary will be sent without the cookie. As a
result, the website will handle the request as if the user
was not logged in, preventing the adversary from learning anything about the user’s state at the website. Mozilla
and the Tor Browser project are working on minimizing
the limitations imposed by blocking third-party cookies,
by implementing a feature name double-keyed cookies,
which binds cookies to the origin pair (first-party, thirdparty), and aims to prevent the risks of breaking sites

10 To

prevent an adversary from linking two browser sessions, secret
is changed whenever the browser session changes.
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caused by blocking cookies [9, 59]. Similarly, certain
browsers provide the ability to attach third-party cookies
only if these were set during top-level navigation, and
block these otherwise. While this technique can be used
to prevent tracking by unknown parties, it does not adequately prevent the attacks presented in this paper as the
targeted third-party services are the ones that are actually
used by the victim.
On the side of the server, solutions similar to those
that prevent Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) attacks
could be applied. A well-known method, as proposed by
Barth et al., to accomplish this, is to analyze the Origin
and/or Referer headers and only allow requests from
trusted origins [2].

5.3

For wireless networks, where we assume Wi-Fi encryption is used on top of TLS, we can rely on the previously mentioned techniques to protect the TLS connection. Additionally, an identifier-free wireless protocol
can be used, making it more difficult for an attacker to
attribute Wi-Fi packets to specific clients [23, 18, 3, 8].

6

Related Work

Size-exposing techniques have surfaced in several research areas, ranging from timing attacks, to network
traffic analysis, to browser-based and cross-VM sidechannel leaks. As part of an in-depth analysis, which
lead to the discovery of multiple novel attack methods,
we already touched upon a variety of related work, as
discussed in Section 3. In this section, we give a brief
overview of the most relevant work, and discuss it in the
context of our findings.
Prior research that analyses methods that can expose
the size of an attacker-specified resource, is mainly focused on leveraging timing as a side-channel information leak [19, 7, 14, 20, 60]. Because timing attacks
measure the time required to download or process a resource, which is often influenced by various factors such
as network irregularities or background noise, these attacks have certain limitations with regards to the accuracy of the uncovered resource size. In our research,
we presented novel techniques that leverage the browserimposed quota to reveal the exact size of any resource.
An interesting class of vulnerabilities where the size
of resources is exploited, are compression side-channel
attacks [31]. These attacks generally leverage the compression rate that is achieved when compressing an unknown value in a larger corpus of known values, allowing
an adversary to uncover information about the unknown
value from the resource size after compression. More recently, researchers have shown how similar attacks can
be applied to various compression mechanisms used on
the web [49, 21].
In the context of privacy-violating cross-origin attacks,
Lee et al. have shown that the ApplicationCache mechanism can be used to uncover the status code that is
returned for cross-origin resources [34]. Their attack
exploits certain intricacies of ApplicationCache, which
exhibits a different behavior based on the returned status code of referenced endpoints. The researchers did
not explore vulnerabilities originating from the imposed
quota and storage limits. Another type of attack that violates the principle of Same-Origin Policy is Cross-Site
Script Inclusion (XSSI), first introduced by Grossman
in 2006 [24], and recently analyzed on a wide scale by
Lekies et al. [35]. In XSSI attacks, a dynamically generated JavaScript (or CSV [58]) file from a vulnerable
website is included as a <script> element on the web

Network-based Countermeasures

Padding can be used to hide the length of resources during their transmission. Since general-purpose padding
schemes are already well-studied, we do not discuss
them further. Instead, we focus on countermeasures that
fit our use-case, where only the size of sensitive dynamically generated resources must be protected. This allows
us to provide a countermeasure with low overhead and
high security guarantees, at the cost of requiring some
effort on the web administrator’s part.
Our idea is to add an amount of padding based on the
hash of the session cookie, the URL, and any parameters that affect the generation of the resource. More formally, padding = hash(cookie + url + params). If the
user is not logged in, no padding is added. For each resource, the parameters that influence the generation of
the resource must be manually specified. Other parameters should not be included, otherwise an adversary can
add bogus parameters to obtain a new padding value for
the same resource. This construction assures that sensitive resources, for any specific user, receive an amount
of padding that is unpredictable by an attacker. However, this padding remains identical over several requests,
meaning it even guarantees protection against statistical attacks. Information can only be leaked if the resource changes over time. This can happen when the
attacker was able to affect the generation of the resource
on the server, or simply because the information contained in the resource has changed over time. In this situation an observer can learn the difference in resource
size. If the resource does not contain variable content,
such as dynamic advertisements, this attack can be mitigated by including the content of the resource in the hash
function. Similar to hardening the browser (see Section 5.1), the security guarantees depend on the value
of pmax . Provided the hash function is uniformly distributed, this countermeasure introduces on average pmax
2
bytes of overhead.
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page of the attacker. The often sensitive content that is
present in these files can then be obtained out by the adversary as a result of the modifications the script makes
to the attacker-controlled DOM.
Compared to prior work on the analysis of web traffic [57, 6, 12, 36, 11, 10, 17], our work is, to the best
of our knowledge, the first to combine traffic analysis
with the ability to execute code in the victim’s browser.
Similarly, traffic analysis works on Wi-Fi also assume a
passive, instead of an active, adversary [8, 23, 3, 75, 74].
That is, we believe our work is the first to actively block
specific Wi-Fi packets in order to measure the size of
HTTP messages.
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